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APPLICATION OF THE ADAMS PROGRAM TO 

DEPLOYARLE SPACE TRUS~ STRUCTURES 

R. E. Calleson 

Kentron Internationl, Inc. 

Section 1 

SUMMARY 

The need for a computer program to perform kinematic and dynamic analyses of 

large truss structures while deploying from a packaged configuration in space led 

to the evaluation of several existlng programs. ADAMS (Automatic Dynamic Analysis 
of Mechanical Systems), a generalized program for performing the dynamic simulation 

of mechanical systems undergoing large displacements, is applied to two concepts of 

deployable space antenna units. One concept is a one-cube folding unit of Martin 

Marletta's Box Truss Antenna and the other is a tetrahedral truss unit of a 

Tetrahedral Truss Antenna. 

The purpose of this report is to describe the ADAMS program and discuss the 

problems and results of ltS application. In addition, a supplementary method for 

estimatlng surface member bending stresses at latch-up is described. Realistic 
surface member latch-up forces cannot be produced by the present version of ADAMS 

as it is limited to the assembly of rigid bodies. Future versions should solve 

this problem with a flexible body code. Results in this report include member 
displacement and velocity responses during extension and an example of member 
bending stress at latch-up. 
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':lection 2 

I NTRODlICTI ON 

The concept of deploying antenna truss structures in space from packaged 

conflgurations as opposed to the erection of such structures by assembling the 

parts while in space requires the capahility to perform kinematic and dynamic 

analyses of mechanical systems composed of many parts. A search for existing 

programs which miqht be evaluated for this purpose revealed several programs. Of 

these, ADAMS (Automatlc Dynamic Analysls of Mechanical Systems) (ref. 1) showed the 

most promise. Application of thlS program to the dynamic simulation of the deploy

ment of two space antenna units is discussed in this report. A unit can be vlewed 

as one of many bUllding blocks WhlCh form an antenna. One concept is a one-cube 

folding unit of Martin Marietta's Box Truss Antenna (ref. 2) and the other is a 

tetrahedral folding unit of a Tetrahedral Truss Antenna (ref. 3). Simulation was 

accomplished on the VAX 11/7RO computer through the time-sharing serVlces of 

Mechanical Dynamics, Inc. (MOl), Ann Arbor, Michigan. 

Other programs were considered for application. IMP (Integrated Mechanlsms 

Program) was developed at the University of Wisconsin and is now available through 

General Electric CAE International, Inc. DADS (Dynamic Analysis and DeSign 
Systems) was developed at the Unlverslty of Iowa. ThlS program has only recently 

become commercially available. The rigid body code can now be purchased from 

Computer Aided Design Software, Inc., Oakdale, Iowa. Flexible body code should be 

available in the year 19R6. DISCOS (Dynamic Interaction Slmulation of Controls and 

Structures) developed by Martin Marietta Corporation under the auspices of NASA 

Goddard Space Flight Center, is a program designed for mechanical systems wlth 

flexible bodies. This program has the reputation for being rather unwleldy to use, 

especially for systems with many parts. Available documentation was dlfficult to 

translate to application. SNAP (no acronym) is a proprietary program developed by 

General Dynamics, Corp., Convair Division, San Diego, California, for their 

Geo-Truss Antenna and is, therefore, not available. 
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The AOA~S program 1S rlescrihed 1n Sect10n 3. It was chosen for appl1cat1on 

pr1marily baserl on the strong position that the developer, MOl, has in the commer

c1al market anrl the ava1lability of user documentation, training classes, consulta

tion serV1ces, and time-sharing fac1lities. The present version is lim1ted to 

assembly of r1gid bodies which seriously llmits member force analysis. There is a 

need to determine dynam1c forces in the folding members when they latch-up to the 

extended position. This capability should become available when MOl completes the 

flexihility code in lQRo. In the interim, however, pst1mates of surface member 

bending stresses at latch-up can be made hy consider1ng the surface memher flexi

hility and k1netic energy 1n a separate analysis. A method ~uch as this is 

descrihed 1n Section 4. 

Results of the rlynamlc simulations rlurinq extenslon are limited to the 

dlsplacement and veloclty responses of the hox truss unit and to the displacement 

response of the tetrahedral truss unit. A d1Scus~ion of the input procedures, 

modeling problems, and output results for each antenna unit is given in Sections 5 

and 6. 
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Section 3 

DESCRIPTION OF ADAMS 

ADAMS, developed by Mechanical Dynamics Inc. (MOl), is a three-dimenslona1 

program which determines the time response of contlguous rlqirl bodies undergoing 

1arqe displacements. Two bodies are contiquous if they are ln actual contact hy 

vlrtue of a force as with various forms of jOlnts. The joint type specifles the 

number of constraints between the two bodies. A string of hodles may he connected 

so as to form closed loops, open loops or no loops. 

There are flve separate analysis modes in the ADAMS program (ref. 1): 

1) Klneto-static 

2) Statlc Equillbrlum 

3) Dynamic (Stlff Inteqration) 

4) Dynamic (Non-Stiff Integratlon) 

5) Ouasistatic 

The term kineto-statlc (ref. 4) is an expression used by MOl which lS 

synonymous with the strict deflnitlon of the term, kinematic, as opposed to the 

often lmpreClse connotation referrinq to any system unrlergolng large qeometrlc 

changes. Thls mode of analysis is appllcah1e only to zero deqree of freedom 

systems containlng generators. In general, motion generators acting on a 

translational or revolute joint cause the system motlon from WhlCh related 

displacements, veloclties, accelerations, and forces are solved. It is an 

algebraic Solutlon and no differential equations are solved. Therefore, this mode 

of ana1ysls is not only faster hut also more accurate than the ~ynamlc mode. 

The static equl1lbrium analysis is applicable to all mechanical systems havinq 

non-negative degrees of freedom. ADAMS wl11 try to determlne the conflguratlon of 

the system where the system forces are in equi1i~rium at zero velocity and 

acceleration. 

To perform a dynamlc or transient analysis, the system must have degrees of 

freedom greater than zero. The analysis, descrihed in ref. 4 and 5, involves the 
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simultaneous solut1on of d1fferential equations with spec1f1ed constraints. 

Fifteen f1rst-order d1fferential equations generated for each part are derived by 

comb1ning the second order differential equat10ns of mot1on and algebraic 

constraint equations w1th the addition of Lagrange multipliers. The Lagrange 

multipliers enable a solution of constraint (joint reaction) forces. The typical 
different1 al equati ons to be sol ved wi 11 be "stiff" and are therefore assumed by 

default. A stiff system is one with widely separated eigenvalues and the Gear 

algorithm is used for integration. The Adams-Moulton algorithm is used for a non

stiff 1ntegration. Both algor1thms use a predictor-corrector procedure w1th 

variable order and variable step size. 

For those problems where there is no interest in the temporal variation of 

variables such as d1splacement or velocity, the system should be simulated in the 

quasi static mode. It is essentially a sequence of static equilibrium analyses 

performed on the system at d1fferent points in time. An example is the determina

t10n of the angle of a tilt tahle test stand at which it becomes unstable and tips 

over. 

The Grubler mobility criterion (ref. 6) is an essential, but not necessarily 

sufficient method for determining the three-dimensional system degrees of freedom 

dur1ng assembly. The criterion as appl1ed to the ADAMS program is written in the 

following form: 

OOF = 6*(PARTS-1)-S*(TRA+REV)-4*(CYL+UNI)-3*(SPH+PLA)-1*(GEN+RACK+SCREW+UMCON) 

where TRA, REV, etc. each equal an appropriate degree of freedom. The RACK and 

SCREW joints as well as the generator (GEN) and user written marker constraints 

(UMCON) are considered to each have a slngle constraint (ref. 1). When the DOF is 

less than zero, the system has no mobil1ty and is a structure which causes ADAMS to 

halt execution. When OOF is zero, a kineto-static solution with system generators 

is assumed. When OOF is greater than zero, a force responsed dynamic simulation is 
assumed. 

Input statements construct a model in ADAMS composed of parts, markers, 

J01nts, forces, generators, system parameters, and graphic elements. Output 
requests, necessary output control statements and other special features described 

in ref. 1 are also included 1n the input. The part statement must specify the part 
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center of mass, marker irlentification number, and mass moments of inertia. The 

parts are referenced by markers which specify initial locations and orientations. 

A marker is a point and an orthogonal triad of unit vectors forming a local 

coordinate system fixed with respect to the part. It is also used to define 

joints, forces and for graphic display. Standard forces are either constant or 

vary linearly but non-linear forces can be described by writing a function 
subprogram. 

Eight types of joints are accepted by ADAMS. They are in order of degrees of 

freedom: revolute (1), translational (1), screw (1), rack-and-pinion (1), 

cylindrical (2), universal (2), spherical (3), and planar (3). As mentioned 

before, the screw and rack-and-pinion are considered single constraint joints. 

Initial displacements and velocities can be specified on the revolute and transla

tional joints through the part statements. 

Only the dynamic analysis mode (stiff integration) is illustrated in this 

report, although five static analyses were performed on the tetradehral truss unit 

to folrl the unit into a position to begin the dynamic simulation of its 
deployment. The simulations are initiated by a IItransient ll command after which 

ADAMS displays the current value of time as TBEGIN and requests the final time 
(TEND) and the number of output steps (NSTEPS). Requested output is printerl at 

intervals equal to (TEND-TBEGIN)/NSTEPS. 
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Section 4 

MEMBER LATCH-UP RENDING STRESSES 

The bending moments in the unfolding members as they latch-up into the 

the most significant dynamic member forces during the extended position are 
deployment condition. 
requires an alternate 

The lack of a flexible body code for computing these forces 
method. The following presents a method for estimating the 

member bending stresses at latch-up. 

A free body of the member after latch-up is shown as follows: 

y 

- -- r y - a sin rrx/ ~ _L___ -

a - 'k x -

The member is assumed a simple beam with constant cross-section, pinned at each end 

and vibrating after latch-up in the first bending mode. Rigid body kinetic energy 

at latch-up is assumed to transfer to bending strain energy at maximum deflection. 

Reference 7, in the chapter for energy methods, gives the following expression for 

energy in a vibrating simple beam: 

where 

KE = kinetic energy 

w = weight/unit length 

g = acceleration of gravity 
w = fundamental frequency, radians/sec 

y = mode shape function = a sin rrx/! 
! = beam length 

(1 ) 
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Substitutinq the mode shape, a half sine wave, integrating and solving for the 

maximum deflection gives, 

a = 1 I(i<E)"g 
w /~ 

The fundamental frequency (ref. 7) for a simple beam is: 

where 

E = modulus of elasticity 

I = beam section area moment of inertia 

Substituting Equation (3) in Equation (2) gives the beam deflection, 

(2) 

(3) 

With this deflection, the bending moment and stress can be obtained. Ideally, the 

inertial load distrlbution is in the form of a half sine wave, hut the assumption 
of a unlformly distributed load gives excellent results. The standard equations 
for deflection and bendlng moment (ref. R), respectively, are: 

a = 5Wi 
4 

(5) 
384EI 

M = Wi 2 (6) 
R 

Substituting Equations (5) and (6) in Equation (4), and solving for M gives, 

M = 1.95 /(KElEI (7) 
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For a thin circular sect10n the heam moment of inertia (I) and section modulus(S), 

respectively, are ITR 3t and TIR 2t. Substituting these expressions and Equation 
(7) 1n the standard formula, fb = M/S, the bending stress is: 

where 

R = tube radi us 

t = tube thi cknes s 

fh = 1.95 ;i;CKE1E 
ITR.Rt 

(8) 

Accuracy of this method depends on the accuracy of the kinetic energy. If 

there are significant energy losses before latch-up which cannot be neglected, the 
kinetic energy can be determined from the velocities of the significant masses at 

latch-up or the values of the losses must be at least estimated and subtracted from 
the potential energy. Assuming small losses, the energy can be based on the work 

done by the deployment forces. If significant, the deployment force would include, 

for example, the known frictional forces. It is assumed that the deployment forces 
are confined to each unit with little energy transfer to adjacent units. For 

example, the box truss and tetrahedral truss surface members are assumed to unfold 

by a 11near spring (see Section 5) over an angle of approximately 180 degrees. 
Without losses, a conservative assumption, the energy is then equal to 16R in lb -
the area under the torque profile curve. In the case of the box truss unit, the 

latch-up bending stress from Equation (8) is 12,700 lb/in 2 • This is based on a 
graphite/epoxy tubular member with E = 20 X 106 lb/in 2 , R = 1.64 in, t = .026 in 

and R. = 590.56 in and is a comfortably low stress for the material. 
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Section 5 

BOX TRUSS UNIT 

Figure l(a) shows the stowed antenna after removal from the Orbiter. As 

indicated, the 15 meter box truss units are extended one row at a time progressing 
along the feed mast and then along the reflector until fully deployed as shown in 

figure l(h). 

The diagonals in each frame are cords composed of individual graphite/epoxy 

strands. Since the diagonals 1n a frame are not tensioned until the frame is fully 

extended, they are not included in the model shown in figure 2 and are assumed to 

have negligible influence on the deployment other than the fact that as the 

diagonals are tensioned near the full extension position, some kinetic energy will 

be absorbed. 

Figure 2 shows the model of the box truss surface member. The numbers in 

squares are part numbers. On of the two superimposed reference frames is the 

global or ground reference frame and the other is the part reference frame and both 

are superimposed by default when the vector, OG, locating the part reference frame 

is omitted from the part statement. 

Joint friction is assumed to be zero. All members are considered to be rigid 

bodies. Assuming all frames in a row will extend at the same rate, only one frame 

need be analyzed. By symmetry, the frame model can be reduced to one surface 

member (parts 3 and 4) and two dummy parts (parts 2 and 5) to constrain the mot1on 

of points 2 and 4 as they would be constrained with the full frame model. In 

addition, the dummy members represent the concentrated adjacent antenna masses. 

The geometry for the model of the box truss unit in the folded position is 

given in table 1. Included are comments defining each type of joint. This is a 
two-dimensional problem being solved in a three-dimensional program, so a spherical 

joint was chosen for point 3 to provide sufficient degrees of freedom for a forced 

response simulation. A revolute joint would have caused the model to be over
constrained. Had the problem been solved with the two-dimensional program, DRAM 
(Dynamic Response of Articulated Machinery) discussed in ref. 5, a revolute joint 
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could have been used. The mass and mass moments of inertia for the components are 
given in table 2. Note that the model is slightly open in the folded position. 

Table 3 is the input file. In the first attempt to run the problem, the initial 
position of the model was such that points? and 4 were coincident with point n. 
Though this simplified input preparation and allowed an even 90 degrees of motion, 

ADAMS halted execution, and the output indicated a singular matrix. A slightly 

open position was tried and execution was successful as shown in tables 4 through 

6. 

Energy for deployment is assumed to be stored in a linear torsion spring in 

the joint at point 3 with a torque profile having a maximum torque of RO in-lhs in 
the folded position to 27 in-lbs in the extended position acting over an angle of 

1RO degrees. This is input into the program with the force statement shown in the 

input file, table 3, after calculating by hand the parameters, KT and A. The 

keyword for this force is GTOROUE (GT) and is linearly dependent on the relative 

rotation and relative angular velocity (if damping is present) of the part 

markers. The torque equation is: 

where 

T = -CT(da/dt)-KT(a-A)+T 1 

T = torque exerted on part 3 marker by part 4 marker (in-lh) (positive in a 
counterclockwise sense). 

CT = viscous damping coefficient (in-lb/rad/sec). 
·KT = torsional spring constant (in-lh/degree). 

A = angle of spring under zero load (degrees) 

TI = torque of constant magnitude. 

a = relative angle between markers not to exceed 1RO degrees. 

The variables, T, a and da/dt are computed automatically by ADAMS. 

The sensor statement in the input file causes the computations to halt when 
the parts are horizontal and the truss unit is fully extended. At this time, the 

relative angle bet~,een markers 0303 and 0403 is 17R degrees with an error of 1 
degree. Note the output comments at the bottom of table 4 giving the time of Rq.5~ 
seconds at which this event occurred. 
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The output for request number 1 is in table 5. The request was for the 

relative displacement between marker 0303 and marker 0106. Marker 0303 is located 

on part 3 at point 2 and marker 0106 is located on part 1, the ground, at point o. 
This output shows the magnitude of the position vector varying from the initial 

value of 5 to the maximum value, the part length. 

Request number 3 (REO/3) shown in table 3 asks for the relative velocity 
between the marker 0202 located on part? at point 2 and marker 030? located on 

part 3 at point 2. The output shown in table 6 shows both the relative 
translational and angular velocities. Since the two marker origins are located in 

the same revolute joint, the small values of translational velocity are due to 
numerical error. The maximum angular velocity is shown to he .05 radians/sec. 

Figures 3, 4 and 5 show the position of the two surface member parts at times 

0.0, 85 and R9.55 seconds, respectively. In figures 4 and 5, the display exceeds 
the graphic field on two views, but clearly show the symmetrical displacement of 

points 2 and 4 as it should be with equal masses at these points. 
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Section 6 

TETRAHEORAL TRUSS UNIT 

Figure l(a) shows the stowed antenna after removal from the Orbiter. As 

indicated, the 15 meter box truss units are extended one row at a time progressing 
along the feed mast and then along the reflector until fully deployed as shown in 

figure l(b). 

The diagonals in each frame are cords composed of individual graphite/epoxy 

strands. Since the diagonals in a frame are not tensioned until the frame is fully 

extended, they are not included in the model shown in figure 2 and are assumed to 

have negligible influence on the deployment other than the fact that as the 

diagonals are tensioned near the full extension posltion, some kinetic energy will 

be absorbed. 

Figure 2 shows the model of the hox truss surface member. The numbers in 

squares are part numbers. On of the two superimposed reference frames is the 

global or ground reference frame and the other is the part reference frame and both 
are superimposed by default when the vector, OG, locating the part reference frame 

is omitted from the part statement. 

Joint friction is assumed to be zero. All members are considered to be rigid 

bodies. Assuming all frames in a row will extend at the same rate, only one frame 

need be analyzed. By symmetry, the frame model can be reduced to one surface 

member (parts 3 and 4) and two dummy parts (parts 2 and 5) to constrain the motion 
of points 2 and 4 as they would be constrained with the full frame model. In 

addition, the dummy members represent the concentrated adjacent antenna masses. 

The geometry for the model of the box truss unit in the folded position is 

given in table 1. Included are comments defining each type of joint. This is a 
two-dimensional problem being solved in a three-dimensional program, so a spherical 

joint was chosen for point 3 to provide sufficient degrees of freedom for a forced 

response simulation. A revolute jOlnt would have caused the model to be over
constrained. Had the problem been solved with the two-dimensional program, DRAM 

(Dynamic Response of Articulated Machinery) discussed in ref. 5, a revolute joint 
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positions served the same purpose - to attach the model to ground. Components of 

the acceleration of gravity were set to zero in the system statement (table 11) as 

in a space environment, but the attachment to ground is still required during the 

static equilibrium solution. 

Tables 9, 10, and 11 are the command file, the function subprogram, and the 

input file, respectively. Note that all statements in the input file which are 
indented five or more spaces to the right are in effect deleted as they are not 

interpreted as data cards. These statements could have been edited from the file 
but were left there for the record. The command file resets the three knee-joint 

torques, 90607, 90Q10, and 91?13 so that the static equilihrium commands will fold 
the truss to the desired position. After this, the torque parameters are reset 

back to the values shown in the input file. Note that the parameters, A and T' 
in the force statements are equal to zero and -27, respectively. The torque 

profiles are the same as used for the box truss unit but with opposite sign. ThlS 

is necessary, since the markers are oriented differently. Following this, the 

ground to upper fitting torques, 1427, 1497, and 149R (ref. tables 9 and 11) are 
reset with zero spring rates which in effect disconnects the ground to fitting 
torque constraints. Translational separation from ground to fitting is automatic 
at time greater than zero by the function suhprogram. The next six commands cause 

the calculated forces to be printed. The final command, TRAN, causes computation 
of the dynamic simulation for 1 seconds with 90 steps. 

The function subprogram (table 10) computes the forces (FSUR) for the corre

sponding forces 1426, 142R, and 142Q acting hetween the upper fitting and ground 
(see figures 6 and 7 and table 11) during static equilihrium when the time is equal 

to zero. It also computes the damping torques (TSIJR) for the correspondlng forces, 
R0607, ROQ13, and R1213 acting in the knee-joints during the dynamic simulation 

when the time is, of course, greater than zero and when PHI is less than or equal 
to 10 degrees. Referring to tahle 10 in FSUR, APAR(l), APAR(2), and APAR(3) are 

the x, y, and z relative displacements, respectively, of marker I and marker 
J defined in each force statement. PAR(l) is a spring rate equal to Ion lbs/in 

(from table 11). For TSUB, PAR(l) is equal to 10 degrees and is also obtained from 
the corresponding force statement in tahle 11. ADAMS converts this angle to 

radians. PHI, in radians, is the angle between the x-axes of marker I relatlve 
to marker J. DPHI, in radians/second, is the corresponding angular velocity. 

PAR(2) and PAR(3) are viscous damping coefficients equal to 1,nnn in-lb/rad/sec. 
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The purpose of the additional torques from TSUB is to provide heavy damping in the 

knee-joints to brake the angular motion to a quick stop at the fully deployed posi

tion. This method \~as designed by the MnI consultant, who resolved the modeling 
problem discussed earlier. The advantage of this method over the use of a sensor 

(see box truss unit discussion) is that computations can continue past the latch-up 

time (1.7 sec) up to the specified limit (3.0 sec). The additional time frames 

were used in a video display of the deployment, a copy of which was provided to 
NASA/langley. Had there been a reason for the latch-up to occur on some sort of 

spring (other than the members which must be rigid), the impact response, ~th 
appropriate input modifications, might have been simulated. 

A limited reproduction of the output from request no. gqgq made in the input 

file is shown in table 1? It is the relative displacement response of marker ROo 
on part R to marker 906 on part 9 (see figure 6) expressed in the coordinate system 

of marker ROo. It can be seen from the 800 marker statement in table 11 that the 

Euler angles rotate the marker triarl qO degrees about its x-axis such that the 

z-axis is in the plane of figure 6 pointing toward part 7. The z-axis for marker 
906 is in the same position but its x-axis is almost perpendicular to the figure at 

time equal to zero seconds resulting in the relative angle hetween x-axes as -Rq.sn 
degrees. As the deployment progresses the angle approaches zero degrees, the 

theoretical latch-up angle at a time near 1.7 sec. A graphical sequence of this is 
shown at four points in time in figure R through 11. 
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Section 7 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

ADAMS is considered the best available three-dimensional general-purpose 

program for performing large-displacement, kinematic, and dynam1c analyses of a 

mechanical system, such as a deploying space antenna. According to reference 1, 

ADAMS was designed to accommodate problems of virtually any size. However, solving 

a problem the size of a Tetrahedral Truss Antenna should be demonstrated. CPU t1me 

can be estimated by extrapolation. If not by extrapolat1on of actual data from a 

series of problems, a rough estimate of CPU t1me can be made by assum1ng the time 

to increase as the 1.5 to 2nd power of the number of equations (ref. 1) or the 

number of parts since the number of equations are related to the number of parts. 

Ult1mately, though, the limitation must be determined by appl1cation. 

ADAMS 1S excellent for solving static equilibrium problems and also kinematic 

problems involving, for example, the observation of certain moving parts for 

possible interferences or other functional considerations. Deployment position, 

velocity and acceleration t1me histor1es are accurately determined 1n the dynamic 

analysis mode. Excellent graph1cal and vldeo d1splays can be created from the 

position time histories. 

Since ADAMS 1S a rigid hody ~rogram, there is a llmlt in the scope of dynamic 

analysis. For example, deployment latch-up forces cannot be determlned due to the 

absence of flexible members to absorb the k1netlc energy. A new vprsion of ADAMS, 

which should be available in the year 19R6, will include a flexible bo~y code and 

should be ahle to determine latch-up forces. A dlsadvantage of thlS code is the 

potential for huge lncreases in computer time. ThlS problem is alleviated by 

limiting the number of flexible hodies in the model. As discussed 1n Section 4, a 

relatively slmple alternate method of analysis is eas1ly developed for estimat1ng 

the maximum surface member bending stresses by considering the surface member 

flexibility and k1netic energy at latch-up in the first bend1ng mode. 

Large problems which make the flex1ble body code impract1cal to use may make 

1t desirable to develop a special-purpose program for a particular antenna design. 
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General Dynamics' SNAP program is an example of a special-purpose program. Rather 

than develop a general-purpose program hased on rigorous large displacement 
dynamics for almost any mechanical system, the development was based on a 

deployable truss structure in mind and idealizing the memhers as lumped masses 

connected by springs and dampers. Satisfactory results are ohtained for the 

kinematics of deployment and the elastic response at latch-up. As the development 
of a large computer code is expensive, the limited use of a general-purpose program 

such as AOAMS might be employed hefore makinq the necessary commitment to a 

particular design. 
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Table 1. - Box Truss Geometry Data, Folded Position 

Point X(IN.) V Z Comment 

1 S.O o. o. Translational joint 
2 600.0 o. o. Revolute joint 
3 601).0 -29S.2R o. Spheri cal joint 
4 610.0 o. o. Revolute joint 
I) 120S.0 O. o. Cylinrlrical joint 
6 60S.0 O. o. Reference point 
0300 60~.1) -147.64 o. CM of Part 3 
0400 607.S -147.64 o. CM of Part 4 

Table 2. - Box Truss Component Data 

Component 

02 Lumped Mass 

03 Surface Member 

04 Surface Member 

OS Lumped Mass 

Note: IP = IX IV IZ (lb sec 2 in) 

Data 

Mass = 3.6 lh sec 2 /in. 
IP = .01 .01 .01 

Mass = .0122 
IP = 88.64 1.0 88.64 

Mass = .0122 
IP = 88.64 1.0 88.64 

Mass = 3.6 
IP = .01 .01 .01 

19 
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TABLE 3. - INPUT FILE FOR BOX TRUSS MEMBER • 

• O~USS rOLDIHC nEn.ER.tREE-rREE CONDITION 

P~T.·'l, GROUHD 
~.elel,OP·5L·"·EU·pt,pt,. 
~·Ole5.0p·t~e5!' ••• EU·g •• g ••• 
~.'1",OP·6eS, •• ' 

p~T.e2,"ASS·3.6.C"·e2e2,IP·.'1 •• '1"'1 
"A,e201,QP·S.e,',EU·ge.ge •• 
nA.oaea.Op·6e ••••• 

PART'8J,nASS·.'122.Cn·e3ee.IP·SB.64.1.S8.64 
nA.eJ09.0P·6e2.S.-147.64.e 
"A,eJe2,OP·6ee, •• e 
nA,eJeJ,QP·6'S.-a9S.2B •• 

PART,e4,nASS·.e122,cn·e4ee.IP·S8.64.1.81.64 
MA/e4ge.OP-6e7.S.-147.64.' 
MA,e493.OP·6eS.-2PS.21.e 
~'e4e4,OP·61e •••• 

PART,eS,nASS·3.6.cn·.S.4.IP·.'1 ••• l,.el 
MA/ese4,OP·61e ••• e 
MA/eseS.op·12.S ••••• EU·9 •• 9 ••• 

JOIHTS.DOF·2 U/O CEH 
JO,e182.TRA.I·'lel.J-e291 
JO,e2e3.REv,I·8aea.J·8382 
JO,eJe4.SPH.I·.3.3.J·8483 
Jo,e4eS,REv,I·e4e4,J·ese4 
JO,eS.l,CYL.I·9seS.J·eles 

FORCE 
FO'1.GT,I·e3e3.J·.4e3,KT •• ~44,A·271.74.T·e.CT·. 

SEHSOR/J4,DISP,r·eJ'J.J o e4'J,AHCl 
.VALUE·178D.PRIHT.HALT.EQ.ERROR o l.en 

CRAPHICS 
CR/l,our·9J82.9JeJ 
CR/2.our·e4eJ.e4e4 

OUTPUT 
REO'1,DIS,I·eJ82.J·91e, 
REO'2.DIS,I·e4e4.J·e19S 
~Q/J.VEL.I-'292.J·'J92.Rn·'2'2 

SVSTt" CARDS 
SYS/CC·l •• ICRAV· •• JCRAU· •• KCRAU·. 

OUTPUT CARDS 
OUTPUT'SAVEREQ.CRSAVE 
£HD • 



TABLE 4. - INTERACTIVE TERMINAL DISPLAY AFTER LOADING AND EXECUTING. 

~DMfj 

lnter ~DAnS lftp~t-Ille fta .. for QUIT)I IO~TA.FRE.14 

£nt.r r~R-fta.e lor o~tp~\ Ill •• (CR)-.OXTA)I 

Entor .u~ro.t'n. blnarv-Ili. na .. (CR)-ftoRo)1 

78 •• 7. CPU SEC. 
FORTRAH .TOft 

~~ yo~ ~ay. vour own Ilftk.d ver.loft 01 A~S (Y/H) (CR)-H)I 

Do VO~ waft\ to r~ft 1ft b.~h aod.? (Y'H) (CR)-H)' 

AOAnS ou\p.\ 11lo la' 10~.OUT 

ADMS Graphlc. Ill. tal IOXTA.CRA 

ADAnS Raqu •• \ tl1. la' IOXTA.REQ • 
$on4 o~\pu\ to lor.lftal? (Y,H) «CR)-H)I 

trgan .xecutlon 01 ADAnS •••• 

ENTERING INPUT PHASE 

IOKTRUSS FOLDIHC nEAtER. FREE-FREE COHDITIOH 

~BER OF EQUATIOHS IN JACOBIAN - 98 
CPU TI~E • 1.778 SECONDS 
ENTERING SIAULATIOH PHASE 
ENTER SINULATIOH CO~D 
TRA 

tfEQ- 46 He- ~8 MXNUf'I- 8797 

Pt£Q. ga He- 516 MXHtm- 13.29 

TlECIH' '.oeeeeE+8e ENTER TEND. HSTEPS 
gS Ige 

TI~ a.seoteD-8i! H- 2.S8te'D-'2 KFLAG- 1 ORDER- 1 IFCT

TI~- 9.StO •• 0+" H- 5 ...... D-.l KFLAG- 1 ORDER- 2 IFCT

TIPIE- '.9H"0+'1 H- 5."0eeD-'1 KFLAG- 1 ORDER- 2 IFeT

TIPIE- 2.850&80.'1 H- 5 ... ettO-'1 KFLAG- 1 ORDER- 2 IFCT

TIPIE- 3.8 .... D ••• H- s.,eee'D-tl KFlAC- 1 ORDER- 2 IFeT

TIPIE- 4.7SeeeO.I. H- 5.8'.080-'1 KFlAC- 1 ORDER- 2 IFeT

TIME- 5.?teee0+ll H- S •••• teO-.l KFLAC- 1 ORDER- 2 IFeT

TIME- 6.6seeeD+I' H- 5 ••• 888D-'1 KFLAC- 1 ORDER- a IFCT

TIPIE- 7.6tel'D+ll H- 5 ••• '88D-Ol KFLAQ- 1 ORDER- a IFCT

TIPIE- 1.55"'D+I' H- 5.eol"D-11 KFlAC- 1 ORDER- a IFCT

UnHOTE(EUHCHIC) - SENSOR' 34 IS ACTIUE 
EVENT VALUE - 3.11"gE+O' SEHSOR VALUE - 3 •• 9t78E+" 

ADAMS EXECUTION TERAIHATED IV 5OIROUTINE SENACT 

1 ISTP- 5 

47 ISTP- 31 

15 ISTP- 51 

123 ISTP- Sg 

161 ISTP- 81 

199 ISTP- 117 

237 ISTP- 126 

275 ISTP- 145 

315 ISTP- 164 

372 ISTP- 183 

TIAE • '.es545E+ll 
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TABLE 5. - OUTPUT FOR BOX TRUSS MEMBER, REQUEST NO.1. 

IOXTRUSS FOlDIHQ 1'£/lIER,FREE-FREE CO"DlTJOrt 
RE~ST IUIIER 1 

DISPLACEI'£HT Of' IlAR(ER 3ei! RELATIU£ TO MRlCER IN 

111'£ /lAC )( V 

'.HM 
•• SHe 
l.HH 
1.seee 2._ 
2.5'" 

3 ..... 
3.Se" 4."" 
4.SH' 
5."" 
5.5819 
6.8198 
6.SH' 
7.8198 
7.5819 

I.Net 
I.SH' 
11.819' 
11.5"' 

t ...... 

( 
n.He. 83.5'" 14 ..... 
14.U" 
8S.Hee 
15.5'" 
8& ... e. 
86.5'" 
87 •• e •• 
17.5'" 

88."" ... see. 
89.Hee 
111.5'" 
111.5545 

5 .... 

5.109 
S.'3B 
S.ISS 
5.151 
5.235 

5.338 
5.468 
5 681 
5.761 
5.114' 

6.137 
6.353 
6.SBI 
6.8U 
7.ll3 

7.4'4 
7.714 
8.'42 
8.39' 
1.75S 

~4.634 
257.624 
26'.634 
263.&66 
266.7Z' 

2611.7116 
27Z.89S 
276.117 
279'.163 
282.333 

2BS.S211 
28B.748 
2111.1182 
2115.186 
29S.31i1 

-5.'" 
-5."11 
-5.'38 
-5.185 
-5.15' 
-5.235 

-5.338 
-5.46' 
-5.611 
-5.761 
-5.114' 

-6.137 
-6.353 
-6.588 
-6.IU 
-7.ll3 

-7.4'4 
-7.714 
-1.'42 
-B.311' 
-1.755 

-~4.634 
-257.624 
-26'.634 
-263.666 
-266.721 

-26\1.7\16 
-272.8115 
-276.117 
-2711.163 
-282.333 

-28S.S29 
-288.748 
-291.1182 
-295.116 
-2115.312 

..... 
•• ee. ..... 
•• ee. 
'.111. ..... ... " '.111' ... " •• eee 
•• ee. ... " '.ee. 
' •• ea ' .• e. ..... ..... 
•• ee. ... " ..... 
'.HI 

..... . .... ..... . .... '.H' 
••••• ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... 
••••• 

z 

••••• 
' .• e. ..... 
' .• e. ••••• ' .• e. 
' •• e. •• eee ..... 
'.ee. •• ee. 
'.10' ' .• e. •• e •• ' .• e. ..... 
• •••• ' •• ee '.1" '.1" ..... 
••••• ..... ... " ..... 
'.181 ..... ..... 
' •• el ... e. ..... 
••••• ' •• ee ' .• e. ... " ..... 

PSI ..... 
.... 2 
•••• 7 
' •• 16 
'.e29 
..... 6 

1.16& 
' •• B9 
'.ll7 
'.148 
'.18i! 

'.22t 
'.262 
'.318 
'.357 
'.411 

'.4&7 
'.527 
'.5111 
'.658 
'.7211 

51.597 
511.763 
6'.118 • 
62.258 
5l.615 

£!i.'3i! 
66.556 
68.1\18 
611.1188 
71.1174 

74.233 
76.1111 
81.U4 
86.838 
1'.644 

n£TA 

'.Iee 
'.Ie • 
'.eee ..... ..... 
•• ee • . .... 
' •• ee ..eee 
'.Iee ..ee. 

••••• ' •• ee ' .• e. '.ee. ..... 
' .• e. 
' •• ee •• ee. ... " . .... 
. .... • •••• ... ". . .. " ..... 
'.'U • •••• . .... 
•• ee • ..... ... " •• ee • ..... ..... ... " 

PHI ..... . .. " . ... • •••• . ... . . .. .. 
' •• ee 
' .• n 
' •• ee 
' •• e • . .... ..... 
'.111' '.eee . ... . . .. .. ..... ..... 
' .• ee ••••• . .... 
..... 
••••• ... " ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... 
' •• eI ..... 
'.eel . .... ..... ..... 



TABLE 6. - OUTPUT FOR BOX TRUSS MEMBER, REQUEST NO. 3. 

IOXTRUSS rOLDtHG nE"IER.FREE-FREE COHD'T'~ 
R(QU£ST tUllER l 

VELOCITY CI" /WII(ER 2.a RELATIVE TO nARKER Jti! 
[)(PRESSED 'H THE COORDIHATE SVSTE" OF MRlCER 2e2 

TInE \1ft DlCl'DT DWDT Dl/DT "" UlC In uz ...... ..... ••••• ..... ..... . .... ••••• ..... . .... 
'.5'" ..... ..... ••••• ..... '.HI ..... ..... ..... 
I."" ' •• ee ..... ..... . .... ..... ..... ..... '.HI 
I.SM' ..... ••••• ..... ..... ..... . .... ..... '.HI 2 ..... ..... . .... ••••• ..... ..... ..... ..... '.HI 
2.5'" ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... . .... 
l.H" ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... ..... 
l.see. '.19' ... " ..... ' •• ee ..... ..... ..... . .... 
4 ..... .. , .. ..... ..... ••••• .... 1 . .... . .... - .... 1 
4.see. ..... ' •• 81 ..... ..... ' •• 11 . .... ..... ... ... 1 
5."M '.18' ... " ..... ..... .... 1 ..... ..... - .... 1 

5.'''' ..... ..... ••••• ..... .... 1 ..... ..... - .... 1 
6 ..... ..... ••••• ..... . .... .... 2 ••••• ..... -'.M2 
6.S'" ..... ..... . .... ..... .... 2 ..... ..... -'.tt.i! 7 ..... ..... ..... . .... • •••• ' ... 2 ' •• 81 ..... ...tea 
7."" ..... ••••• ..... ..... ' ... a ..... . .... -.. ""' 
~." .. ..... ..... ..... ..... •• tta ..... ..t .. ".112 
? 

n ..... ' •• 14 - •••• 4 .... 2 ..... ' •• 4. ••••• ..... -...... 
83.5811 ' •• 85 ...... 5 •••• 2 ..... ' •• 41 ..... ..... - ..... 1 
'4.'181 ' •• 16 - ••• '5 .... a ..... ' •• 43 ... ,. ..... - ..... 3 
.4.5'" ••• 17 - ••• 17 •••• i! ..... ' .... 6 ... " ..... -.. ~ 
.5 ..... •••• 8 -•.... .... l ..... ' •• 411 ..... '.tH - ..... 11 

IS.S'" '.Il' -'.Il. ' •• 83 ..... 0.'51 ..... ..... -'.t!il 
86.eeal '.Ill - •• 1l3 .... 4 ..... '.155 , •• 91 ..... - •• tS5 
".5'" '.117 -'.117 .... 4 '.0" '.1511 •. ee. ..... ... tSlI 
87 •• '81 ' •• 24 - •• 123 •••• 5 ..... '.165 ..... ••••• ... t65 
l17.s,a. '.Il. ".Il' .... 2 ..... ' •• 73 '.HI ..... -'.'73 
88 ..... •• 117 ..... 17 •••• 3 ..... '.'85 . .... ..... -'.IIIS 
1S.58" ' .• n - .... l ••••• '.M' '.114 ..... ..... ".1'" 
811 ..... ' •• 14 -'.'ll .... 1 ..... '.145 . .... ..... -'.145 
ISI.S'" ..... ..... ..... ..... '.448 .. '" 8 .... - •• 448 
111.5545 .... s .... MS ..... ..... '.65l . .... ..... ... GS3 
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TABLE 7. - TETRAHEDRAL GEOMETRY DATA, OPEN POSITION. 

Point X(IN.) Y Z Comment 

1 0.0 -1.25 ?43.179 Bushing force 
2 -l.mn 0.625 243.179 Bushing force 
3 1.083 0.625 243.17<) Rushinq force 
4 -148.375 83.788 0.00 Revolute joint 
5 -148.<)17 85.<)78 1.77 Revolute joint 
6 -146.750 86.603 0.00 Revolute joint 
7 0.00 86.603 0.00 Revolute joint 
8 146.750 85.603 0.00 Revolute joint 
9 148.<)17 85.<)78 1.77 Revolute joint 

10 148.375 83.788 0.00 Revolute Joint 
11 75.00 -43.301 0.00 Revolute joint 
12 1.625 -170.3<)0 0.00 Revolute joint 
13 0.00 -171.%1) 1.77 Revolute joint 
14 -1.6~5 -170.3<)0 0.00 Bushlng force 
15 -75.00 -43.301 0.00 Revolute JOlnt 
16 0.00 0.00 244.<)4<) Marker origin, upper fittlng 
17 0.00 0.00 243.179 Marker origin, upper fitting 
18 -150.00 86.603 0.00 Ma rker orl gi n, lower fitting 
1<) 150.00 86.603 0.00 Marker origin, lower fitting 
20 0.00 -173.205 0.00 Marker origin, lower fltting 

0100 0.00 0.00 244.1<)9 Upper fltting CM 
0200 -75.00 43.302 124.<)71) Diagonal eM 
0300 75.00 43.302 124.<)75 Diagonal CM 
0400 0.00 -86.603 124.<)75 Diagonal CM 
0500 0.00 -173.205 0.750 Lower fittlng CM 
0600 -38.31'3 -106.846 0.00 Surface member CM 
0700 -111.688 20.244 o.on Surface member CM 
0800 -150.00 86.603 0.75 Lower fitti ng CM 
0900 -73.375 86.603 0.00 Surface member CM 
1000 73.375 86.603 0.00 Surface member CM 
1100 150.00 86.603 0.75 Lower fittinq CM 
1200 111.088 20.244 0.00 Surface memher CM 
1300 38.313 -10o.84fi o.on Surface member r.M 
1426 0.0 0.0 254.<)49 Marker orlgin, ground 
1428 10.0 0.0 244.<)4<) Marker origin, grounrl 
1429 0.0 10.0 244.949 Marker origin, ground 
1491 0.0 0.0 244.<)49 Marker origin, ground 
14<)2 0.0 0.0 244.<)4<) Marker origin, ground 
01<)1 0.0 0.0 244.1<)<) Marker origin, upper fitting 
0192 0.0 0.0 244.199 Marker origin, upper fitting 
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TABLE 8. - TETRAHEDRAL COMPONENT DATA. 

Component 

Cluster Fittlngs 
01, n5, OR, ~ 11 

Dlagonal Memhers 
02, 03, F.. 04 

Surface Members 
06, 07, Oq, 10, 12, ~ 11 

Note: IP = IX IV IZ (lb sec 2 1n) 

Data 

Mass = .00259 lb sec 2 /1n. 
IP = .n1 .01 .005 

Mass = .004653 
IP = 22.596 22.596 .10 

Mass = .002819 
IP = 5.n762 5.0762 .10 

TABLE 9. - COMMAND FILE FOR TETRAHEDRAL TRUSS. 

~~d~~~~~ ~~~i,KT-lG!0 ,T.9 } 
1'DICE/;~I",A-I"~T-IOO,T.1!I Resets orlglnal input 
,mcE/Q1213 "'-I" ".r.IN ,T.a 
STA • 
~/Q0e"7 "'-15 
'~E/~gl" ,,,-is 
'1K£/Q1213 ",-15 
STA 
r(RCE/00e'" ,1.-00 
~E/oegl" ",-0\3 
FmCE/Q 1213 ",-g0 
STA 
FCRCE/oeee7 ",-135 
FaleE/oel;I I B ",-135 
f~E/gI213 ",-135 
STA 
FCRCE/00OB7 "'-179 
ralCE/OO9 1 B ",-179 
roo(:£/01213 ",-17Q 
STA 

~~=~ ~:: ~~:~:~~ :~::~~7 Resets back to ori gi na 1 input 
r~E/g1213 "'-0 ".T.0.2911,T.-27) 
FaleE/I127 N-e 
r~E/11g7 ".T.0 
F'()lC£/1198 ,ltT-0 
~E/00607 .lIST 
F'()lC£/OO9IB ,LIST 
F'CRCE/QI213.lIST 
~E/1127 .lIST 
r~/1197 .lIST 
ftRCE/l100 .LIST 
TRAN 
3 ",go 
STCP • 
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TABLE 10. - FUNCTION SUBPROGRAM FOR TETRAHEDRAL TRUSS. 

c 

c 
C 

c 

• 

OI"EHSIOH APAR(6).PAReS) 
LOGICAL Df'lAG 

FSUB·e.e 
IFeTI~.CT.e.e) RETURH 

R~D'DSCRT(APAR(I)112+APAR(2)112+APAR(J)112) 
FSua·PAR(1)ICle.e-RAD) 
RETURN 
EHD 
FUHCTION TSUBCID.TI~.PH[.DPHI.PAR.DFLAC) 
I~LICIT REALl8 CA-H.O-Z) 
DI~HSIOH PARCS) 
LOGICAL DFLAC 

TSUB·a.De 

IF (TI I1E. EQ. e .• ) fiETURH 
AHC'PAR(l ) 
IFCPHI.CT.AHG) RETURN 
IFCPHI.LT.e.BI GO TO lee 
TSUB·CAHC-PHI)IC27.e/AHG-PARC2)IDPHI) 
~ 

lee C'PM(2) 
IFCDPHI.CT.e.eIC·Cle.l 
TSU8-27.e-PAReJIIPHI-tIDPHI 
R£T\.Ri 
EHD 



TABLE 11. - INPUT FILE FOR TETRAHEDRAL TRUSS. 

TETFWECAAI. TRUSS UNIT 
LIST 

PART/01 .HASS- 01l2S0 .IP- 01 • 151. 00S .ot-BIOO 
HARKER/BIIli!l.OP-a 15.0 0.211 Igg 
HA/BIOI .OP-0.B,24<4 IW .ZP-I .9,24<4 100 
HA/illgz .OP-".a,211 I gil .IP-".I .211 100 

HAQlt£RI01151 .OP-2 ".- I 2S ,213 170 .W-OI! .00 .a 
HARK(R/0Hl2.OP--1 083.0 !52S .213 170 .£U-150.00 '" 
HARI\.ER/BIB3.C»'-I 083'" !52S .213 170 ,£U-30.03,0 
HARXER/BII6.OP-0 ",15 15,211 910 
ttARKER/BI17.OP-0 3,0 ".213 17g .£U-30 .a .e 
PARTI02 ,HASS- 001/153 .(p-n 590.22 500. 1£11-0200 
"A~ER/15200 ,QP--75 00 .13 302.121 975 .EU-60.3S 26'" 0 
HARKER/0202.0P--1 083.a 625.213 170.EU-150 ,g0." 
t1ARItER/0Z05,QP--I18 017,85 078,1 77.EU-IS0,W.e 

PARTI03,HASS- 001653 .(P·n 590,22 590. 1.CH-0300 
HARKER/B31lB .OP-75 0B .13 302.121 015 .£U-I29 .-55 26.0 
I1ARr.ER/iB03.0P-1 083.15 !52S .213 170 .EU-30.00.0 
t1AR11.ERlB309 ,rs>-118 9 17 ,as 078.1 77 .EU-30 .00 .0 

PART 191 ,HASS- 001553 .IP-n 590.22 590. I Dt-&400 
t1ARII.ER/B100 ,op-" ".-85 603 .121 015 ,W-0 .-3S. 20 .e 
~R/0101 .OP-" iI .-1 25.213 179 .EU-OO.oo.9 
ttARlt£Rl0113 ,(p-a ".-171. 05S .1 .77 .EU-OO .00 '" 

PARTI25 ,HASS- 002S0 ,IP. 91 • 01 • 005.Ct1-e500 
t1ARlERl0S00 .OP-a 15 .-173 205.e. 75 
MARKER/0513,op-a a .-171 955.1 77 '£U-OB.OO.9 
t1ARJf.ER/0S 11 .()l--I 625 .-17a 390.a 00 .EU-I29 .90 .a 
t1ARKER/05 I 2 .OP-I 62S .-17a 300.a ".EU-60.~.e 
KARltW2529 .OP-a ".-173. 29S .e. 0 

PART/eo ,HASSe B029IQ .IP-S 0762.s 07a2 . I .o~ 
HARXER/Il5Ca .QP--38 313.-100 B16." 00 :EU-30.00.e 
HARIlER/0611,op--1 62S .-170 3oo.a ",£lJ.ol29.oo.e 
ttARltER/e!5 I 5 .OP-75 e0 .-13.301 .e 00 .ElJ.ol29 .00 .e 
ttARIt£RIQOI5 .OP--7S.00 .-13.301 .a.ee ,[U-128.OS.a 

PART/87.HASS- ee2820 .rp-s 8782,!i 1iT782. '.ot-e7S1 
ttARltfR/07 I 5 .OP-7S 00 .-13 li!1 .a 00 .EU-I28.oa." 
t1ARltER/il7e\J .OP-I I I eaa.29 211.8 00.EU-3B .00 .e 
~/07," .OP-I1S.375 083.78S.a ",£lJ.ol28,gg.e 
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TABLE 11. - (Cant.) 

PART/08.MASS- 202SQ,IP- 01,01, 00S.CH.asea 
"~ER/09~0~P--IS0 ,ee C03.0 75 
KARKER/0801 .QP--1'8 ]75,83 7e8,0 a ,Eu-12e.OB ,I 
HAAAER/1l90S .OP--I18 g17.aS 078,1 77 .rU·IS0 ,00.a 
"AAAER/OO06,QP--I16 750,e6 C05.a B ,EU-B ,OB.0 
HARP.ER/ilSI9.oP--150 ,Be 003.0 " 

PART/00.HASS- 00291O.!P-S 0762.5 0762, I,CH-0Q08 
KARKER/0900.0P--73 375,86 603.0 00,Eu·oa,QB.0 
"~ER/0900.0?--115 7sa,85 603.0 a,EU-e,gB.0 
"~ER/0907.QP-a 00,86 C03,0 00,Eu-a.oe,0 
t1ARKER/~7 ,oP-a 00 ,86 C03.0 00 ,EU-0 ,OB ,0 

PART/10~ASS- 002820.IP-S 0752,5 0702, I,CH-IB0B 
HARKER/I000,QP-73 375.85 C03.a 00.EU-ga.OB.0 
HARKER/llla7,aP-a e .90 603,0 0a ,Eu-a ,00 ,a 
HARl'-ER/1008 n'-115 750,86 603.0 a ,EU-a ,oa.e 

PART/II,/'tASS- 002<;g,IP- aI, '''.005,(''''''00 
"A~ER/II03~-I5e 00.90 603.e 7S 
HARKER/1l0a .oP-I"O 750.ao 603.0 00 ,£u-a ,00.0 
HARKERIIHI9,ap-118 gl7.as 978,1 77,EU-30.00.0 
HAR/lERIIIIIL(1'-118 375 .83 788,0 0 ,E.U-5B .00 ,0 
HARJ!.ERlIl1g n'-I50 oo.so 503,0 0 

PARTII2~ASS- 002929,IP-S "752,5 a752 , 1,tH-I200 
t1AR1(ERI1200 ,oP-111 689 ,20 211 ,a 00 ,E.U-Isa ,00.0 
MARKER/121a n'-119 375 .93 789.0 a ,£U-5B ,00 ,a 
HARKIR/1211 ,QP-7S 00 .-13 301 .0 "" ,EU-210 ,00.0 

HARK£RII2QI ,(p-75 "" ,-13 301 .B."" .tu-21B.oo.0 

PARTI13,11ASS- 002829.IP-S 0762.5 07C2. 1,Q1-13B0 
HA~R/1300 ,QP-38 313.-106 915.0 Ba ,Ell-IS0 ,00 '" 
HARJl.£R/131l ,QP-7S 00 .-13 301 ,a 0B ,£ll-210.00,0 

~Rl1312 ,(p-I 625 ,-I7I'.3QIJ.0 0 .£U-e0.00.8 

PARTI11,c;R(lU) 
~R1I115 ,QP-g g.e 8,211 ;10 
HAl 11g 1 ,QP-a "'.211 019 .ZP-! ,0 ,211. ;10 
"",1102,QP-e oS.211 g1g .zp-e ,I ,211.Q1g 

HARKER1I119.o'-150 e0.so 603,8 8 
HAR!r.ERII11Q ,(1'-158 00,S8 ee3.a I 
HARlWVI129,QP-B a,-173 20S.8 II 

HARKERII426,QP..o B.1." ".251 Q10 
~ERI1128 ,QP-IB '" .211 liMO 
ttARK£RI I 12Q 11'-" ,111.211. Q10 



TABLE 11. - (Cont.) 

~ORCE/142e.FtNPuT ,r-0103,J-1420RAR.100 1 
~ORCE/1428 FIt.PUT ,1-011l0 ,J.1429 RAR-103 
~~E/11zg .Flt.IPUT ,1-alOO ,J-112g RAR-I03 

~G?CE/1127 ,CTOROlI( ,1-010'3..1-1420 ,ll.T.1200 
~ORCE/14g7 ,GTORQL£ ,1-01gl ,J."'Ql ,ll.T-1000 
~QRC(1I109 .GTCROL€ ,1-01g2 ,J-l1Q2 ,ll.T.I02" 

JOINTS 
J0I011!1 ,REV ,I-DIDI .J·'H'H 

Actlve only durlng 
executlon for 
statlc equlllhrlum (STA) 

Fo:lCE'Ol01 ,BUSH1t-C ,1·9H)I ,J."1'" oK-I E1,1 [4,1 [4,1tT-I 0[1,1 eE1 

,r.- 2£4, 2£1, 2£1 ,cT. a 2£4.0 2£1,9 

J0I0102 ,REV ,1-0102 ,J-0202 
FORCE/0102 .ausHl~ ,1-0102 ,J-a202 ,1(-1 E1,I E1,1 £1,11.T.1 0(1,1 eE4 

,c- 2£1, 2E4, 2E4,CT·a 2E4.o 2[1", 

JO/0103,REV,l-0103,J-0303 
FORCE/011!3 .BUSHINC ,1-"'03 ,J-Dla3 ,1(-1 E4,I E1,I E1,1(T-1 1E1,I eE4 

/:.- 2[1, 2[1, 2E1/:.T-0 2[1,9 2£1'" 

J0Il3501,REV ,1-0413 ,J·CS13 

JOIe505,REV,I-0S14 ,J-08 I 4 
~mcr/0S00 ,BUSHING ,1·CS11,J-e611 ,1(-1 E1.' E4,' E1,1tT.' B£1,I eE1 

/:.- 2£1 J 2E1, 2£4,r.T-[) 2E4.o 2£1,9 

JOIUSI3,REV,I·0S12,J-I312 
JO/eooZ,REV ,1-B83S ,J-1l22S 
JO/0807 ,REV ,1-eS04 ,J-1l701 
JO/e809,REV ,1-08~5 ,;-0000 
JOII 103,REV ,1-1109 ,J-IB0Q 
JOlll 10,REV ,1-1108,J-1008 
JOIII12,REV ,I-II H!,.J-12Hl 
JO/0007 tREV ,1-eo1S ,J-9715 
JOIe910,REV .1-0907 .J-1007 
JOI1213,REV .1-1211 ..1-1311 

W£RATtnS 

c:ENI0007 ,COO .JOINT~7 RAR·I ".0 9 
F'ORCC/Q36Il7 .cr~.£ ,1-(511. ';-71& ,ll.T-8.2014 .T-27 

F'IPCEr.r.3037 ,Tlwur .1-0.515 .J-715 ,PAR-I 00 .1 •• ,,''''' 
REOISS8C,F~ .1..go,S ';-7IS .Rr1-71S '- l0J) 

CCWOOIO.t:CN .JOINT·eoIO ,PAIl-! .0.0 B 
F'~la ,CTORQ..E .1-£07 .J-1007 ,ltT-0.2;H .T-27 
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TABLE 11. - (Cont.) 

,0»4;12' 
I 

FMC£l8aQIQ .TlNPUT .1.0037 .J-l007 PAIM2Q .1""" .1. 
REO/saO] .FootE .1-gge7 .J-I007 .1/11.1007 

C£NlI211.CO'f ,JOINT.1213 ,PAR·I ".a " 
F'G<'C£/OI211 .cr~ .1-1211 ,J-131 I .KT-II z;11,l--27 

FOOCE191211 .TltPUT .1-12;1 .J-1311 ,PAR-I2Q.lr20.leee 
J;EQISSaa,F~ ,1-12;1 ,J.1311 ,Rr1-1311 \ 

stHSQR/Bl1 .OISP .I-C~lIB .J-I I UloX .VALt.€.300 ,PRINT 
.HAl T .£0 .ERROO- I" 

CRAPHICS 
CR/I ,QUr-0000 ,ega7 
CR/2 ,OUT-I 007 .Iaaa 
CR/3 ,ouT-1210 ,121 1 
CR/4 AlT-131 I ,1312 
CRls ,(JIJT-e/ll" .e!5ls 
CR/O ,QUT-a7ts .9701 
CRI7 AlT-aZaS 220Z 
CR/a .ruT -0309 .0303 
tRIg ,QUT-01al .a113 
CRII0 .eIR .eM-el I 7 ,R-I 2S .S£C-3 
CRill .eIR .e11-OS20 ,R-3 ZS .s£c-o 
QUIZ ,(lJT-e512 ,1lS20 
CRII3 ,ruT-as I " .0S20 
CR/l1 .OJT -0520 .05 13 
CR/IS ,cIR .01-0818 ,R-3 2S ,ste-o 
OU 10 .ruT -Bare .13918 
CRII7.ruT-0801,0SIS 
CRllS .ruT-eaIS 2805 
CR/I 9 ,c IR .01- I 11 9 ,R-3 ZS ,S£COO 
CRlZB .ruT-I leg .11 19 
CR/21.aJT-I1Hl.llIg 
aU12 oWT-IIIO .IIC!) 

QJTPUT 

REO/BIC .. oF .a1D1 ,(;101 .RrI-1IH 
REOIBI02,F ,Il102 02202 ,~-le2 
FlrO/0 1133 oF .a I e3 .0333 ,Rf1-1 93 
1\'£0I0S01,F ,I-e113 ,J-asJ3 ,Rt1-113 
1\'£0/0S00 ,FORC£ .1-0S11,J-aol1.R11-S11 
REO/asl3 oF~ .1-CSI2 ,J-1312 ,RXoS12 
REO/0832 oFORC£ .I-eaa5 ,J-02as.RH-e0S 
1\'£0I00137.F0Ra: .1-eaa1,JoC704 ,mt-e34 
R£C/~ .F0Rcr. .I-COOO .J-0WO ~ooo 
1([011103,F~ .1-1100 ,J-B300 ,RI1-IIOO 
~Qlllla oFma. .I-IICS ,J-ICOO oRI't-l 100 
~QlI' la ,FORCE ,I-Ilea ,J-10139 ,AM-I lea 
REOII 112 ,FORCE .1-1110 .J-1210 ,Jl!1-1 I IS 
REOIeaol7 ,FORCE .1.etH5 J-e7IS ,AK.OIS 
REO/egle ,FORCE ,1.13037 ,J-lea7 ,Im·G37 
REQlI2Jl,F0RC£ ,J-I21 I ,J-Ill I .RI1·J211 

REo/OogI .DISP .!JHH .0-4," ,R11-lal 
REOIQg92 .DIS? .D102 .0202 ,R11-I"2 
REO/9993.0ISP2103.0303.RI1-103 
REO/SS94.D1SP .1-0413 ,J-ast3 ,R11-11! 
REOIg90S .DISP .1-0514 ,J-0011 .RI1-sI1 
REOIg9CO,DIS?I-OSI2.J-I312.RI1-SI2 
REC/QQ97 .DIS? ,1-0805 ,J-a2DS ,R11-aDS 
~o/ma .a1S? ,1-0Sil1,J-a70i ,fU1-S0" 
RE%m.DIsp .1-0seo ,J-0S00 ,RM-S05 
REO/g<;)SI ,DIS? ,1-1109 .,)-0309 .RI1-llag 
REO/9982 .OIS? ,1-lle9,J-1008 ,R11-lleS 
REO/Q9S3 .aISP .I-IIIB ,J-1210 ,RI1-II1B 
REO/goo., ,DISP .I-~IS ,J-071S ,RH-OIS 
REO/998s .a1S? ,1-a007 ,J-l007 ,RI1-007 
REQI0985 .DIS? ,1-1211 ..1-1311 ,Rf1-1211 

SYSTEM CA~ 
SYS/CC-I 0 ,ICRAv-a .J~AV·" ,ltCifAV-" ,MAxn-Sa 
,£PRINT. .r»'P .£PRINT ,R£QCU'P,RHSOUt1P 



TABLE 12. - OUTPUT FOR TETRAHEDRAL TRUSS, REQUEST NO. 9999. 

TETRAHEDRAL TRUSS u~IT 
R(O.JEST ~ER 9999 

DIsPLACEMENT 0- MARKER 805 RELATIVE TO HARKER 905 
EXPRESSED IN THE COORD INA TE SYSTEM OF MARKER 806 

TIME HAC X Y l YAII 
PITCH ROLL 

" 0000 21 2100 " 9.10 " 900 9 0210 -89 501 
9 000 9 2100 

o 0333 o fl0a " 02121 " 2100 o 0e0 -89 518 
o 0Za " C00 
" 0657 o 000 " 000 " 0210 " 0Za -89 57a 

" limil " 0210 
" II%l0 o 000 " 020 " 000 o 000 -89 656 

" 0a0 " 00~ 
" 1333 o 00" " 000 " aaa o 000 -89 773 

" 00" 9 ~00 
" 1667 o !lei" " 000 " 000 " 000 -S9 900 

o rIle0 " 000 

" 2~a0 0000 9.000 " 000 " 000 -a9 990 
" "el" Il 033 
" 2333 " e0" " 000 " 0210 90eo -a9 951 

" CZ0 a 000 
" 2687 o coo 0000 0""" " 000 

-S9 677 
B 0Z0 " 00'" \3 3Z00 0Ce0 " ooa "000 B~ -89 122 
B 0ce I] 00" 

9 3333 ,,"ea o.~ 90ze B~ ·sa 312 
o,,~( a.001l~ < ~ Z ~ 

t 5333 " CZ0 9 00il o 003 " e~0 -'0 097 
o 0Z0 " 003 , f.657 a r0a o 000 o 00a o e00 -2 598 
" 000 o 0eo 

1 70Z0 " 000 o "00 " 002l o 0C0 " 541 
" 0(l0 " 00., 

, n33 o OJ;:)0 " 0"0 " 00J " ~0;' " 132 13 0~0 " em~ 
I 7C>67 o 000 " 000 o :1)00 " '-l02l -0 717 

13 ""., " ell" 1 13(J00 " "00 e ""13 13 000 e 000 -0 055 
e eem o 0~O 

1 6533 0000 " 000 e 000 e 0~0 -0 651 
13 0~0 e 00tl 
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Figure 1. - Box Truss Antenna 
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Figure 2. - Box Truss Surface Member Model 
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Figure 3. - Box Truss Surface Member. Time = O. seconds 
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Figure 4. - Box Truss Surface Member, Time = 85 seconds 
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Figure 5. - Box Truss Surface Member, Time = 89.55 seconds 
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Ffgure 6. - Tetrahedral Truss Model 
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Figure 7. - Marker Locations for Retraction from Open to Closed Position. 
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Figure 8. - Tetrahedral Truss, Time = O. seconds 
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Figure 9. - Tetrahedral Truss, Time = 1.0 seconds 
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Figure 10. - Tetrahedral Truss, Time = 1.5 seconds 
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Figure 11. - Tetrahedral Truss, Time = 1.7 seconds 
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